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Interests and limits
 How did we manage?
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(modified from Vouillamoz et al., 2014)(ε =27%) (ε =26%)

Interests and limits
 What did we find?

(modified from Wins et al., 2004)
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Interests and limits
 What did we find?

(modified from Vouillamoz et al., 2014)
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Interests and limits

Initial models

 MRS Numerical modeling

(modified from Wins et al., 2004)
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Initial models

Interests and limits

Synthetic data for a thick FZ (30m) Inversion results

Comparison

 MRS Numerical modeling
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MRS storage = θMRS . Δz

Interests and limits
 MRS Numerical modeling
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MRS storage = θMRS . Δz

Interests and limits
 MRS Numerical modeling

MRS storage is well estimated when controlled
by the saprolite

The FZ is not well resolved  with MRS
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Transmissivity: 
T= (T2*)2. θMRS . Δ z 

MRS storage = θMRS . Δz

The FZ is not well resolved  with MRS

Interests and limits
 MRS Numerical modeling

MRS storage is well estimated when controlled
by the saprolite
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Field implementation strategy
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Field implementation strategy
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Field implementation strategy

(modified from Legchenko et al., 2016)
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Measurements last in 2 days in average

 Use big size of MRS loop increase S/N

 Use of classicals noise filtering technics

 Take into account varying GMF 

(Legchenko,A., 2007)

(Legchenko,A., 2016)

Field implementation strategy

(Vouillamoz et al., 2014)

(Vouillamoz et al., 2014)
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Measurements last 2 days in average

 Use big size of MRS loop increase S/N

 Use of classicals noise filtering technics

 Take into account varying GMF 

(Legchenko,A., 2007)

(Legchenko,A., 2016)

Field implementation strategy

(Vouillamoz et al., 2014)

(Vouillamoz et al., 2014)

 Integrated parameters well estimated

 Parameters according to depth not yet
well estimated
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Thanks for your attention!
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field implementation strategy
 Best acquisition moment
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field implementation strategy
 Deal with EM noise

?


